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• We propose a three-tier zone based VM image storage model.
• Zone-based model balances requirements of performance, resources, and overhead.
• The zones and caches in Zone-based model have high scalability and availability.
• A friendly VM placement strategy is proposed to improve IO performance of VMs.
• We evaluate some popular models and conclude their advantages and disadvantages.
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a b s t r a c t

As one of the most prevalent cloud services, Infrastructure-as-a-Service provides virtual machines (VMs)
with high flexibility. How to effectively manage a huge amount of VM images becomes a big challenge.
On one hand, images affect VMs’ disk IO performance significantly, which is essential to the quality of
services, especially for those having intensive disk IO workloads. On the other hand, they consume many
storage resources and cause much management cost, which is cared by cloud managers. Current ways
to optimize images usually focus on either improving performance or decreasing image size, which un-
fortunately cannot satisfy the requirements of high IO performance, low storage consumption, and low
management cost simultaneously. Typically, high IO performance requires images storing close to VMs,
but this increases redundant data and consumes extra storage at the same time. Besides, a closer image
means more data stored in local disks rather than a normal shared storage, which increases manage-
ment cost as well. In this paper, we analyze these requirements and potential tradeoffs among them, and
propose Zone-based model to well balance the requirements. We partition computing nodes into many
zones, and construct a shared storage in each zone to cache hot data for high IO performance and low stor-
age consumption. In addition, we improve the normal Copy-on-Write and cache mechanisms, providing
new image types and cache functions to enhance the eventual effectiveness. The evaluations show that,
our solution improves IO performance by more than 100% in general and even 10 times while adopting a
friendly VM placement strategy, and gets close or less storage consumption and management cost than
the other models at the same time.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Depending on the virtualization technology, clouds convert
physical resources to virtual resources billed under the ‘‘pay-as-
you-go’’ form, which significantly improves resource utilization
and reduces users’ costs. One of the basic and widely provided
cloud services is Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) [1], which
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provides a customizable computing environment saved in a vir-
tual machine (VM) image. Generally, a virtual machine runs on a
physical machine, looking as a complete and independent opera-
tion environment, while an image acts as a virtual disk, storing the
operating system and applications of a VM, just as the disk to a
physical machine.

In IaaS clouds, most images are mounted as virtual disks to
respond IO requests during VMs’ running, and are stored as or-
dinary files to persist complete computing environment during
VMs’ shutting. With rapid growth of VMs in clouds, how to man-
age their images effectively becomes a big challenge. On one hand,
storing and organizing of images affect VMs’ IO performance. In a
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large-scale cloud, computing system and storage system are usu-
ally kept separate from each other. The visits to images may cause
obvious network loads, which in turn lowers down VMs’ perfor-
mance. Although the Copy-on-Write (CoW) technology [2] allows
VMs visiting local images rather than remote ones for reducing
global network loads, it unfortunately increases the chances of
hot spots appearing in base images at the same time [3]. On the
other hand, management operations probably affect system sta-
tus. Essentially, managing images is just managing files in the
cloud. VM creation and migration equal to the distribution and
migration of image files. These management operations occupy
tremendous valuable network bandwidth. A larger image would
cost more transferring time, and producemoremanagement over-
head. Meanwhile, it is unacceptable that lots of redundant image
files waste many storage resources.

Therefore, from both users’ and managers’ perspectives, there
are obvious requirements to manage images well, which include
high IO performance, low management overhead, and high stor-
age utilization. Unfortunately, traditional image storage systems
cannot well meet these requirements simultaneously. Almost all
the optimizations aim at improving IO performance, such as [4,5],
while only a few of them consider the rest requirements, such as
[6,7]. The main reason is that there are hard tradeoffs between IO
performance and the other two requirements. On one hand, high
IO performance and low management overhead are usually hard
to meet at the same time. Precisely, a general way of improving
IO performance is to cache image data at local disks as much as
possible. However, lowering management overhead requires sav-
ing data in a remote central storage as much as possible. On the
other hand, high IO performance and high storage utilization have
conflicts as well. Increasing storage utilization needs reducing re-
dundant data, and a feasible way is to save images in the central
storage. However, this approach leads to a high sharing degree, in
which many remote requests are produced and thus declines IO
performance.

In this paper, we analyze above requirements and tradeoffs,
and propose an optimized storage model trying to satisfy the re-
quirements. In detail, first, we describe the background of image
storage and format. Second, we analyze the requirements of man-
aging images and the potential tradeoffs among them, and discuss
some traditional image storage models. At the end, we propose a
new image storage model, which can provide high IO performance
without much extra management cost and storage consumption.
Roughly speaking, we divide all computing nodes to many zones
and construct a shared storage for each zone to cache hot data of
images. Zone storage achieves the goal of sharing data among VMs.
Not only does it avoid the bottleneck caused by global sharing,
it also avoids the high storage consumption caused by pure local
caches. The evaluations show that, our solution improves IO per-
formance more obvious than the other optimized solutions with
similar management cost and storage consumption. It improves
IO performance by more than 100% in general and even 10 times
while adopting the VM placement strategy that is friendly to our
model. In addition, we also verify the scalability and availability of
our model in multiple scenarios.

Our contributions are summarized as below:

• We analyze the requirements of managing VM images, and
discuss why it is hard to meet them simultaneously in practice.

• We classify some popular image storage models in industry
and academia, and discuss their advantages and disadvantages
according to their characteristics and the requirements.

• We propose a zone-based image storage model with consider-
ing all requirements and present some key metrics to evaluate
models deeply.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2describes
the background and related work. We analyze requirements and

tradeoffs and discuss traditional models in Section 3, propose our
model in Section 4, and evaluate it in Section 5. Section 6 concludes
this paper.

2. Background and related work

In this section,we first briefly discuss the background of VM im-
ages, including cloud architecture, image format, and image stor-
age, and then we discuss the related works as well.

2.1. Typical cloud architecture for storing images

Generally, a typical cloud data center consists of management
nodes, computing nodes, sharing storage, multiple switches and
routers, and some other types of support equipment. Computing
nodes provide core resources, such as CPUs, memory, and disks.
Depending on these resources, we can create and runmultiple VMs
in the cloud. It is possible to store VM images in local disks of com-
puting nodes. However, just a small amount of VMswith large-size
images could exhaust the local disk of one node. So, a global shar-
ing storage is provided to store images centrally. These computing
nodes and the storage are connected through switches (Ethernet
or Fiber). According to different image storage models, VMs have
variousways to locate images. If the image of a VM is stored locally,
the VM can locate data in the local disk without network transmis-
sion. However, if the image is stored in the global storage or in the
disks of the other nodes, requests should be redirected and trans-
ferred through one or multiple switches.

2.2. Image format and image storage

Image format. Image format is a critical factor that affects
images’ management. The most original approach to create a VM
is to generate a blank image file in a specified format as a virtual
block device, based on which the operating system is installed
as same as that on a physical machine. However, this process is
unacceptable since it always spends tens of minutes. Fortunately,
we can accelerate it by using advanced image formats with new
features. This is why the approaches based on the Copy-on-Write
mechanism [2] are widely adopted.

Different image formats have distinctive features and draw-
backs. Take RAW and QCOW2 as examples, the former one has
high compatibility and flexibility, while the latter one has opti-
mized size and CoW ability. In our practice, the images in RAW
format always act as base images to support the incremental im-
ages inQCOW2 format. In fact, allocating a large-size RAW image to
eachVM is unbearable in normal clouds. Leveraging the native sup-
port of CoW feature in QCOW2 format, multiple incremental im-
ages can share the same base image,which reduces redundant data
greatly. However, too much sharing may transfer a large amount
of requests to base images, occurring hot spots and resource con-
tentions at the same time.

Image storage. The architecture of image storage has signifi-
cant impacts on images’ organization. Traditionally, there are two
choices to store images, local solution and remote solution. The
remote solution is usually adopted by large-scale data centers.
These data centers are typically composed by multiple comput-
ing nodes, and all the nodes are connected to a global storage.
In such clouds, VMs run in computing nodes while their images
are saved in the shared storage. During VMs’ running, images are
remotely mounted as virtual disks through network. Depending
on the shared storage, the remote solution supports many ad-
vanced features, such as live migration [8,9] and snapshotting.
However, the separate placement of VMs and images requires high
dependable network hardware tomaintain the performance of vir-
tual disks, which unfortunately is incompatible with commercial
equipment in general clouds.
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In fact, a general cloud is constructed by many commercial
servers loosely connected through Ethernet links. In such environ-
ment, VMs’ performance may be significantly harmed due to net-
work contentions or hardware failures if we still store all images in
a remote storage. Here, the local solution acts in an alternativeway,
distributing images to the local disks of computing nodes. Thus,
VMs can mount their images from the local disks directly, avoid-
ing the network thrashing and thus improving IO performance.
However, it brings some additional problems. Such as, redundant
image copies occupy many storage resources, management oper-
ations consume expensive network resources, and the failures of
local disks may completely destroy VMs’ computing environment.

The above problemsmotivate researchers exploring new image
storage models and image formats for better performance and
scalability. Nonetheless, there is not a universal approach yet to
guarantee all the requirements including IO performance, storage
utilization, and management overhead, simultaneously.

2.3. Related work

Many researchers contribute to the field of managing virtual
machine images. Some of them present optimal incremental im-
age format, seeking to eliminate defects of the traditional CoW
mechanism. Researchers coming from IBM propose an optimized
image format, called FVD [3]. Except the original CoW technique,
they also integrate the mechanisms of Copy-on-Read (CoR) and
data prefetching to implement the cache function to improve read
performance. CoR and data prefetching are adopted by [4,10] as
well. Although [3] makes the great effort on improving the effi-
ciency of accessing images, it only limits the scope to a single ma-
chine, which can be hardly used in large-scale clusters. In addition,
it does not consider the requirements of management cost and re-
sources utilization. Some researchers like [11,12] solve the prob-
lems on a global level. They design specific distributed file systems
to store VM images, which split images into small data blocks and
save them on various distributed nodes. Meanwhile, [12,13] ana-
lyze image redundancy, computing the similarity of data blocks of
the same image and different images, which provide us a nice basis
for designing our cache functions.

Bogdan Nicolae et al. [4] propose saving split images in a dis-
tributed storage, which is constructed by aggregating the local
disks of computing nodes. This approach lowers the cost caused
by global image transmission, and increases the utilization of local
disks.Moreover, they adopt twomechanisms, clone and shadow, to
decrease the addressing cost in the traditional CoW images. How-
ever, this work only considers reducing the incidence of remote ac-
cesses rather than the latency from the network perspective. Our
solution refers to its mechanism of aggregating local disks, but in
additionwe also consider network conditions. [6]makes the image
research to a further step. Although it splits images as well, it dis-
tributes image chunks into all the nodes in the entire data center,
making images being shared as in a P2P network scenario. It op-
timizes some traditional P2P mechanisms, such as the distribute
hash table and broadcast addressing. The core idea of this work is
to identify and access the chunks closest to the current VM, in or-
der to reduce network latency. However, the topological distance
between two nodes cannot strand for the latency anymore when
network congestion or network failure happens. Meanwhile, [14]
proposes a generic cloud storage system, which provides high re-
source utilization and high security, but our work aims to design
a specific storage system, which is optimized for virtual machine
images attentively.

3. Requirements and tradeoffs

In this section, we analyze the requirements to manage images
and potential tradeoffs among them. Further, we conclude some
popular image storage models and discuss their characteristics
according to the requirements.

3.1. Requirements

From both users’ andmanagers’ perspectives, managing images
should conform to the following requirements.

High IO performance: IO performance ismainly cared by cloud
users. There are two aspects of it, throughput and latency. Gener-
ally, it is better to maintain throughput higher and latency lower.
Higher throughputmeans VMs have ability to read andwrite more
data during a certain time interval, while lower latencymeans VMs
have ability to obtain the required data in a shorter time. In prac-
tice, many factors affect VMs’ IO performance. If images are saved
in local disks, disks’ IO speed limits the performance. Advanced
storage equipment, such as SSD, can improve throughput and la-
tency greatly in an obvious way. However, if images are stored
remotely, network bandwidth and switch ability become new lim-
itations. In either case, network resource contentions are difficult
to avoid, which degrade the performance as well.

High storage utilization: Cloud managers care about whether
their physical resources are used in a high efficient way. Since im-
ages are stored to support VMs’ running, they occupy many stor-
age resources if multiple VMs run concurrently. Obviously, cloud
managers want to explore the potential ability of storage equip-
ment as much as possible, trying to decrease unnecessary using of
the storage spaces on computing nodes and central storage. One
efficient way is to reduce image size. Although images are usually
big and difficult to resize, fortunately, we can use many effective
techniques, such as CoW and deduplication mechanisms [15], to
eliminate redundant data and thus reduce the image size. If so, the
cost would be decreased, and more VMs can be supported and run
concurrently.

Low image management overhead: Management overhead is
concerned by both managers and users, because a high manage-
ment overhead may cost extra money and potentially affect VMs’
normal running. Although many types of management operations
exist in clouds, we only focus on the operations related to images.
Concretely, we consider the overhead of distributing and migrat-
ing images because they are tightly related to VMs’ creation and
migration. Images’ distribution often appears at creating newVMs.
Its overhead increases dramatically if multiple VMs are created si-
multaneously [16].Whenmany images are copied and transferred,
they occupymore expensive network resources than expected. Im-
ages’ migration is much similar to distribution, but it only happens
when VMs migrate from one node to another. Once a migration
happens, the related image should be transferred from the current
node to another node. Its overhead would increase if these two
nodes are far from each other or if the image is large. Essentially,
the overhead is determined by the size and the location of images.

3.2. Tradeoffs

Ideally, we expect the above requirements being optimized for
the best at the same time. However, it is difficult to meet this goal
in practice. There are two hard tradeoffs among them. The first ap-
pears between IO performance and storage utilization, and the sec-
ond appears between IO performance and management overhead.

Tradeoff between IO performance and storage utilization
results from the conflict between sharing and not sharing of im-
ages. There is always a hard tradeoff between these two require-
ments [17]. Generally, if more images are shared, less redundant
datawould exist, and fewer storage resourceswould be consumed.
However, this may cause lots of concurrent visits to the shared im-
ages, increase the chance of contentions, and harm the IO perfor-
mance of VMs. In the opposite, if fewer images are shared, each
VMcanget its own complete image. Thus, fewer contentionswould
happen and higher IO performancewould be gotten. However, this
may cause lots of similar image copies, and wastes a mass of stor-
age resources. Therefore, these two requirements are usually hard
to meet at the same time.
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Fig. 1. An abstract architecture of cloud datacenters.

(a) One–one. (b) Many–one. (c) Many–many.

Fig. 2. Three typical mappings between VMs and images.

We illustrate three cases to describe the conflict. Fig. 2 shows
three possible mappings between VMs and images. In the one–one
case, each VM has its own image with no sharing. In particular, V1
and V3 have the same image type, while V2 has a different type. All
images are under the size of S. Since each VM gets a complete im-
age, the total consumed storage is 3S. In themany–one case, V1 and
V3 share the same base image A. Thus, there are only two different
images, and the total consumed storage is 2S. In the many–many
case, we extract the same contents of A and B (assumed as half of
S) to form a new image C , which is shared by all the three VMs.
Thus, there are three incomplete images, which consume a total of
1.5S storage spaces. We can notice that more sharing causes less
storage consumption.

Meanwhile, along with the increase of sharing, each image re-
ceives more and more requests. In the one–one case, each image
receives the load produced by only one VM (assumed as L). In the
many–one case, two images support three VMs, and each image
should receive the load generated by 1.5 VMs on average (1.5L).
In the many–many case, three incomplete images support three
VMs, and each complete image should receive the load of 2L. Ob-
viously, the load on each image grows along with the sharing in-
creases, which makes it harder to guarantee the performance.

It is easy to find that, less storage consumption requires more
images shared, but meanwhile increases remote requests. When
twoVMs on separate nodes attempt to access the same base image,
at least one of themhas to access remotely. As a result, the network
loads increase, causing high latency and low throughput.

Tradeoff between IO Performance and Management Over-
head also results from the conflict between sharing and not
sharing. In fact, there are two ways to improve IO performance,
eliminating remote access and using the nearest node if remote
accesses are unavoidable. By doing so, the load on the global net-
work is decreased sharply, the latency is reduced greatly, and the
throughput is improved as well. Notice that, these methods re-
quire reducing shared image files because all nodes accessing the
shared storage concurrently would increase the network load sig-
nificantly, which harms the latency and throughput.

For management overhead, we can reduce the cost by reducing
the data size or shortening the transferring delay. Fig. 3(a) shows

a feasible method to reduce the size. With the CoW mechanism,
two VMs share the same public imageM in the shared storage, and
put their private images Li and Lj separately in local storages. In
this way, the cost of image distribution would be approximately
zero because it only needs to create empty private images locally,
and the cost of image migration just equals the cost of transferring
private image Li or Lj. Fig. 3(b) shows an ideal way of shortening
the delay. In this case, the private images are stored in the shared
storage as well. Thus, the cost of image migration is eliminated
because all the nodes can access both public and private images
from anywhere. We can see that these approaches require sharing
images as much as possible.

By comparing the requirements of IO performance andmanage-
ment cost, it is easy to find that the former one needs a low sharing
rate to reduce the global network loads and contentions, while the
latter one expects a high sharing rate to reduce the transmission
cost. Obviously, it is hard to fulfill these two requirements at the
same time.

3.3. Traditional models

There are many existing solutions for storing images in clouds,
some of which are optimizations towards the above requirements.
Here we discuss some popular models in industry and academia.
For simplicity, we classify them into two groups depending on
model tiers, the one-tier group and the two-tier group.

Obviously, there is only one tier of storage to save images for
themodels in the one-tier group. According to the location to store
images, we can get two specificmodels in this group, Centralmodel
and Distributedmodel. The Central model is the simplest and most
ordinary model, in which, all images are stored in a central shared
storage. When creating a VM, this model needs to copy a work
image from a template at first, and then boots the VM based on the
image copy. Since all images are stored centrally, bottlenecks are
easy to generate. All requests access to the central storage, so the
network contentions increase and the performance decreases. It is
not difficult to implement the Central model in practice. A typical
one is to store all images in a centralized NFS storage server.

The Distributed model works opposite to the Central model.
It distributes images at the local storage of computing nodes
rather than a central storage. When creating a VM, this model first
copies a work image from some template chunks saved inmultiple
computing nodes, and then boots the VM from the image copy.
Some solutions [18–20] distribute image chunks in a parallel way
to improve the performance. Owing to many image copies, this
model sacrifices storage utilization and management cost for IO
performance, which is an extreme tradeoff.

In the two-tier group, images are usually cut into two parts and
stored in two different storages separately. As same as the one-tier
group, there are two typical models as well, which are Global–Local
model and Local–Local model. The Global–Local model is an im-
provement of the Central model. It has a two-tier structure. The
first tier stores base images in a central storage and the second tier
stores incremental images. Most implementations of this model
put the second tier at the local disks of computing nodes, such
as [11]. When creating a VM, this model only creates an empty in-
cremental image linked to a base image, and then boots the VM
from the empty image locally. However, its IO performance is still
not ideal because it also brings the same problem as the Central
model.

The Local–Local model is widely adopted in recent works. It
also has two tiers including base images and incremental images
just like the Global–Local model. However, its two tiers are both
stored in computing nodes. Typically, base images are stored in a
distributed file system constructed on computing nodes, while in-
cremental images are stored in local disks of computing nodes di-
rectly. A VM can be created by generating an empty image locally
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Fig. 3. Sketches of image distribution and migration.

Table 1
Characteristics of traditional image storage models.

Models Tier IO Storage Cost Example

Central 1 − − − − + + NFS
Distributed 1 + − + Raw in local
Global–Local 2 − + + Parallax [11]
Local–Local 2 + + + − VDN [6]/Blobseer [21]
Zone-based 3 + + + + + Our proposal

In the table, the plus sign means better results than the minus.

and linking it to a distributed base image. Since there is no remote
request towards the central storage, this model has better IO per-
formance than the above models. In practice, [4] is a typical exam-
ple of this model.

In fact, by mixing above models, we can easily implement new
hybrid approaches. Take [6] as an example, not only it uses a cen-
tral storage to save template images, but it also shares some of im-
age file chunks through a P2P network constructed by computing
nodes. These approaches aggregate advantages of the above mod-
els, which motivate us to adopt this way as well.

A brief discussion about traditional models: Table 1 summa-
rizes all the image storage models mentioned above. Besides the
four metrics, we give the tiers and examples for these models as
well. To sum up, the models built on a centralized storage usu-
ally have lower management overhead but worse IO performance
than the others. In particular, the Central model consumes the
most storage because each VM has a complete image copy, and the
Global–Local model consumes less due to many VMs sharing the
same base images. The models built on a distributed storage nor-
mally have better IO performance but bigger management over-
head. They fully use the storage spaces of computing nodes but
ignore the central storage. Same as the Central model, the Dis-
tributed model has many redundant copies. Thus, they still con-
sume many storage resources. In the opposite, the Local–Local
model eliminates redundant data and distributes unique data on
computing nodes. Thus, it consumes less storage than other mod-
els. In fact, it is considerable to integrate the advantages of these
models, and that is exactlywhatwe take into account in ourmodel.
We will give a detailed evaluation in Section 5.

4. Our proposal

In this section, we propose a new model called Zone-based
model, to store, distribute, and cache VM images. Our target is to
improve IO performance of VMs, and guarantee low resource con-
sumption and management cost. We first take a brief overview of
the model, then explain tradeoffs inside of it, and finally discuss
how to implement and deploy it in practice.

4.1. Model architecture

Zone-based model adopts multi-tier architecture to store im-
ages. All images are stored in a three-tier storage, which consists

Fig. 4. Architecture of Zone-based model.

of global storage, zone storage, and local storage, shown in Fig. 4.
All the computing nodes in a cloud are able to access the global
storage, which provides core shared storage resources. Its func-
tion is to store a huge amount of base images, acting as an image
repository. Unlike EC2 [22,23] and some other opensource cloud
platforms, the global storage here is only used to store read-only
images. Thus, VMs cannot boot from these images directly. To guar-
antee VMs’ normal running, we store writable work images in the
local storage. Finally, the most important improvement of Zone-
basedmodel is thatwe insert a new storage tier between the above
two tiers, which is the zone storage.

The zone storage is a regional storage serving a set of specific
nodes. It limits the sharing scope unlike the global storage. Thus,
only the permitted nodes are able to access this storage. Themodel
partitions all the computing nodes into many zones. The bound-
aries of zones are dynamically adjusted according to VMs’ distribu-
tion and network status, aiming to increase images’ similarity and
caches’ utilization in each zone. The zone storage provides smaller
but faster and more stable storage capacity. Such features make it
much suitable for caching hot data in similar images to accelerate
VMs’ booting and running processes. The network links connecting
the nodes in each zone multiplex the global network links.

In Zone-based model, images are grouped in three types with
different purposes, which are base images, cache images, and
work images. Only the proper cooperation of these images can
assist VMs’ normal running. The base image stores basic running
environment under read-only mode, and the work image stores
running data incrementally under read–write mode. These two
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(a) One-tier case. (b) Two-tier case. (c) Zone-based case.

Fig. 5. Network topologies of two-tier models and Zone-based model.

image types look like those in the Distributed model mentioned
before. However, the difference is that our model adds another
image type, the cache image, which locates between the base
image and the work image, caching hot data to decrease resource
contentions and network latency.

During a VM’s running, its images in three storage tiers form an
image chain. When the VM reads a data block, it first finds in the
work image, if the data do not exist, it then finds in the cache image,
and finally in its base image. In the opposite, when the VM writes
a data block, it writes in the work image directly. Because many
VMs share the same base image, the cache mechanism gradually
stores the most frequently accessed data into cache images. We
store cache images into the zone storage. They not only cache hot
data of base images, but also hot data of work images. It is worth
noting that, the data in cache images are completely the copies of
the data in base images and work images, which means VMs can
still run even if we remove all zone storages and cache images. This
feature makes Zone-based model well compatible. Therefore, we
can easily migrate images between traditional clouds and Zone-
based clouds with only a few modifications.

4.2. Tradeoffs in Zone-based model

Weconsider the tradeoffsmentioned in Section 3during our de-
sign. Briefly, the three-tier architecture balances IO performance,
storage utilization, and management overhead. First, comparing
with the one-tier model, we improve IO performance and storage
utilization while increasing a little management overhead. In our
model, the whole image of a VM is separated to a base image, a
work image, and caches, in which, the base image is shared to re-
duce storage consumption, and the work image is locally stored to
improve IO performance.

Second, comparing with the two-tier model, we use caches to
improve IO performance and use a zone storage for sharing caches
to reduce potential storage consumption and management over-
head. Caches save hot data in both base images and work images,
which bring better performance than the two-tiermodel. Although
caches increase redundant data, they can be accessed by all the
nodes in a zone rather than by only a single node. Thus, the storage
space occupied by caches is limited. Due to the cache size is small,
the increase ofmanagement overhead can be ignored. In fact, since
caches are just the data copies of base images andwork images, we
can safely distribute and migrate images without them, by which,
the overhead is eliminated.

There are three simple cases in Fig. 5 for the one-tier model,
two-tier model, and Zone-based model respectively. Four VMs are
running in each case. In Fig. 5(a), all VMs have their own complete
images, and all requests are sent to images directly. In Fig. 5(b),
each VM has its own work image and all VMs share the same base
image. All write requests are handled in work images while read
requests are handled in work images or base images. In Fig. 5(c),
every two VMs locate in the same zone and share caches. We can
get following observations. First, our model generates the fewest
global network loads because all write requests hit in work im-
ages and most read requests hit in caches. Thus, we can guarantee

IO performance best in clouds’ complicated network environment.
Second, ourmodel occupiesmuch fewer storage resources than the
one-tier case because we eliminate three redundant copies of the
base image. Third, ourmodel causes a bitmore overhead than other
cases when managing images. In fact, the one-tier case does not
need transferring any data when distributing and migrating VMs,
and the two-tier model only needs to transfer work images, while
oursmay need to transfer caches as well. In Section 5, wewill eval-
uate these models deeply to verify the above observations.

4.3. Prototype implementation

In this section, we briefly introduce the prototype implementa-
tion of ourmodel, including the implementations of storage, image,
zone, and a recommended VM placement strategy.

4.3.1. Storage
Ideally, it is feasible to leverage the local storages (disks) of

computing nodes to construct the zone storage. In the prototype,
we construct the three tiers of storage completely with existing
storage equipment in the cloud without extra hardware. For the
global storage, we adopt a part of the global storage server in the
cloud as they already connect to all computing nodes. If there is no
such shared storage server, we can alternatively choose one of the
computing nodes those have large disks to act as the global storage.

The local storage is easy to implement just depending on local
disks of computing nodes. We separate the local disk of each
computing node into twoparts. One of themacts as the private part
to store work images, and the other acts as the public part waiting
to be aggregated. We then integrate the public parts of local disks
to form a distributed storage through a distributed file system. The
distributed file system takes in charge of managing cache images
and routing IO requests into corresponding zones. This form has
the advantages of sufficiently consuming local disks (usually in a
low utilization), concurrently accelerating data transmission, and
flexibly adding or removing nodes.

4.3.2. Image
As mentioned before, we extend the image of a VM to three

types. In practice, we use RAW format for base images, QCOW2
format for work images, and data chunks for cache images. RAW
is the most ordinary format in the virtualization environment. It is
very stable and suitable for saving the operating system that has
a large size of data. QCOW2 is a different image format depending
on the CoW technology. We adopt it for work images because it is
designed to store data incrementallywith amuch smaller size than
RAW. Thus, it is suitable for local disks that have limited storage
resources.

For cache images, there is no mature format to directly adopt.
We just split them to many data chunks (8 kB for each) and store
them in the zone storage. In other words, in a zone’s distributed
file system, we can only see numerous small files rather than a
complete large image file as in the global storage. The distributed
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file systemmaintains these small files and transfers them through
corresponding APIs. Different from the other two image types,
caches are not bound to a unique VM but shared by multiple VMs,
which depends on the function of the distributed file system as
well. Typically, cache images are blank during zones’ initialization.

Depending on the feature of CoR in the newest version of
QCOW2 format, data blocks are pulled from base images into cache
images when hit misses appear on both of work images and cache
images. In order to ensure the uniqueness of data blocks in the
zone storage, we split caches into small chunks and check their
hash codes to guarantee storing each of them only once in a single
zone. Meanwhile, we integrate some cache replacement policies,
including LFU and LRU, to limit the cache size.

4.3.3. Zone
In our initial design, zones’ ranges are constant,which cannot be

changed after the initial setup of the cloud, similar to [4]. However,
we find a potential drawback in practice. Owing to the dynamic na-
ture and management policies of the cloud, the VMs with similar
images are frequently migrated across different zones, leading to
lowutilization of caches and degrading availability of zone storage.
Thus, it is better to enable adjusting zones’ ranges and redistribut-
ing hot data across zones.

Considering the network topology in Fig. 5(b), the performance
of a zone reaches best only when two conditions are fulfilled. First,
nodes that contain the VMs with high similar images are parti-
tioned into the same zone. Otherwise, the similarity of VMs in the
zone is probably too low to maintain a high cache-hit ratio. Sec-
ond, nodes with close topological distance are partitioned into the
same zone. Otherwise, if the nodes in the same zone are physically
far away from each other, the cost will be huge while VMs visiting
caches.

In the prototype,we adopt a simple but effectivemethod to par-
tition zones. The partition process is that, we first calculate the im-
age similarity of all VMs, and then determine the dominant image
type of each node. For each node, we find another node with the
similar dominant image type in the scope of a predefined topolog-
ical distance, and aggregate them as a temporary zone if they do
not belong to any zones yet.We repeat this process until there is no
proper node in the scope any more, and finally we mark this tem-
porary zone as a fixed zone. The rest zones can be obtained from
the rest nodes by repeating the above process as well. Meanwhile,
we update zone partition by continuously monitoring the domi-
nant image type of each node, because the type may be changed
by VMs’ migration or termination. If the dominant image type of
node changes, wemove the node from the current zone to another
zone, in which the nodes have similar dominant image types to it.

Furthermore, update of zones will cause update of zone storage
and redistribution of cache data. We use a simple method to ac-
celerate this process and reduce costs. When one node is removed
from a zone, part of zone storage contributed by this node would
be shifted from the current zone to the target zone. At the same
time, unique cache data only stored in this part of storage needs to
be transferred to the other nodes in the current zone, and the cache
data related to the VMs only on this node would be shifted to the
target zone. In this way, we guarantee that all caches are available
after the update, and all VMs can access them inside zones.

4.3.4. Zone-friendly placement
Traditionally, image management is rarely related to VMs’

placement. The only request is that VMs should be placed to the
computing nodes where they can access images. However, a spe-
cific VM placement strategy to Zone-based model can improve ap-
plication performance greatly. In fact, we can see from [13] that,
VMs in the same application usually have very similar images,

which is just the necessary condition to improve the cache-hit ra-
tio in our work. Meanwhile, [24] indicates that it would be better
to put VMs in the same application together since they commu-
nicate with each other frequently. Thus, we have an opportunity
to improve performance by adopting this placement strategy, i.e.
scheduling VMs in the same application or similar applications into
the same zone, which we call as Zone-friendly placement strategy.
By adopting this strategy, we can improve VMs’ IO performance
and reduce global network contentions obviously.

5. Evaluation

In this section, we first conclude some key metrics to evaluate
image storage models, and then use them to evaluate our work by
simulation.

5.1. Assumptions and evaluation metrics

Before analyzing in following sections, we make some assump-
tions about cloud architecture here for simplicity. In Section 2, we
abstract a typical cloud architecture in Fig. 1. It has a tree-based
network topology, and we assume each link has a bandwidth of
B. Meanwhile, we assume there are N same VMs running on com-
puting nodes, and they send IO requests at a large rate simultane-
ously. There, G(P, E) represents the network topology of the cloud,
in which, P indicates the set of computing nodes and switches, and
E indicates the links connecting the nodes in P . For arbitrary cou-
ple nodes in P , such as Pi and Pj, we define Eij as the network path
between them.

During VMs’ running, we assume their requests can be fairly
handled by physical equipment. For example, VMs on the same
node can fairly use the local disk. Thus, they can both read and
write data on the equal rate. For another example, the requests of
different VMs can fairly occupy the bandwidth of network links.
Moreover, since the image is possible to be split into separate
places, we assume the requests are uniformly located at these
places no matter where the image is stored. Based on the CoW
mechanism, the image of a VM consists of a public part and a pri-
vate part. If we assumem VMs sharing a base image, and then each
of them occupies the storage space of 1/m times the image size
plus the private part. It is worth noting that we make assumptions
just for evaluation simplicity, so our work is not restricted by these
assumptions in practice.

According to the requirements mentioned before, we consider
four metrics to evaluate different image storage models here. They
get most attentions from industry and academia, including IO la-
tency, IO throughput, relative storage consumption, and operation
costs, presented in Table 2.

IO latency: We consider the one-way latency of requests trav-
eling from VMs to corresponding images, whichmay pass single or
multiple switches. Any switches with long queues between VMs
and their images may increase the total latency of VMs. Due to
that the time of one packet going through Ethernet mainly spends
on queuing, we mainly focus on queuing delay and ignore trans-
mission delay and propagation delay. According to the queue the-
ory, the latency of a switch w is related to its handling ability a
and package arriving speed λ, i.e. L(w) = f (a, λ). Thus, from a VM
sending a request to the request hitting target image, the total la-
tency can be described as

L =


w in path

L(w). (1)

In which, path is the link path between a VM and its image. For
end users, when L goes down, IO performance goes up. We can see
the latency is larger if the path is longer or if the congestion ismore
significant. Thus, we need to reduce the path length and resource
contentions.
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Table 2
Metrics to evaluate image storage models.

Metrics Description

IO latency One-way latency when VMs access images
IO throughput Throughput when VMs access images
Relative storage consumption Ratio of actual storage consumption from the baseline
Operation cost Cost caused by image distribution and migration

IO throughput: Throughput is the other metric to express IO
performance. It represents the amount of IO requests towards one
VM handled by the cloud during a certain time interval. According
to the assumption that all switches adopt fair scheduling policy,
the bandwidth of links would be fairly shared by VMs. Thus, the
throughput of a VM is either the sending rate of requests if the
link is idle, or the actual bandwidth assigned to the VM if the link
is congested. Then, the throughput of a VM on the link Eij can be
described as T (Eij) = Min(R, Bij/mij), in which R is the requests’
sending rate, Bij is the link bandwidth, andmij is the amount of VMs
sharing the link. In practice, the throughput of a VM is limited by
the throughput of the bottleneck link in the path between the VM
and its image. Therefore, the eventual throughput of a VM can be
calculated by

T = MinEij⊆EpathT (Eij). (2)

For end users, when T goes up, IO performance goes up as well.
Throughput gets more chances to be low if the path is longer and
if the sharing is more. Thus, we need to reduce the path length and
sharing scope to guarantee high throughput.

Relative storage consumption (RSC): Relative storage con-
sumption refers to the ratio of the actual storage consumption by
images from a baseline. The baseline is the case of the original
virtualized environment where each VM has a complete image
copying from the template when it is created. Thus, the baseline
occupies more storage than many methods theoretically. Current
methods try to increase storageutilizationby eliminating duplicate
data in images, such as [13,15]. In this way, one VM may have less
than one complete image. Thus, they can reduce storage consump-
tion to much less than the baseline. Here, we use RSC to compare
storage consumption degrees of differentmethods. Let γ represent
RSC, we have

γ =

N
i=1

space(Vi)

N
i=1

space(template)
. (3)

In which, N indicates the amount of VMs, space(Vi) represents
the actual image size of a VM, and space(template) represents the
template image size in the baseline case. A smaller γ means more
free storage resources. If one method gets a smaller γ than the
other methods, it occupies fewer storage resources to support the
same amount VMs.

Operation cost: As mentioned before, we mainly consider two
types of management overhead here, migration cost and distri-
bution cost. Essentially, all distribution and migration operations
can be viewed as transferring images. An intuitive thought is that,
an operation would cause more influence on normal applications
and cost more money if it takes longer time and occupies more re-
sources to finish the same job. Thus, we describe the cost of trans-
ferring an image img from Pi to Pj as

Cost(Pi, Pj, img) = L(Pi, Pj) × space(img). (4)

In which, L(Pi, Pj) is the network latency between the comput-
ing nodes Pi and Pj, and space(img) is the network traffic caused
by the operations. The cost grows upwhen the average latency be-
tween the nodes gets bigger as it costs more time to complete the

Fig. 6. The network topology of the evaluation environment.

operation. At the same time, the cost grows down when the image
size gets smaller because there is less data to transfer.

5.2. Evaluation setup

In our experiments, we simulate a cloud data center built on
the CloudSim toolkit to simulate virtual machines’ creation, place-
ment, and scheduling processes. In addition, we write programs
to simulate the data accessing process of different image stor-
age models, and integrate them into the simulator. Our simulated
cloud contains a three-tier network topology illustrated in Fig. 6.
In this topology, the root switch uses 1 Gbps Ethernet to con-
nect 4 aggregation switches; each aggregation switch uses 10 Gbps
Ethernet to connect 8 access switches; and each access switch
connects 5 computing nodes or storage nodes through 10 Gbps
Ethernet. There are 250 computing nodes and 6 storage nodes in
total. All VMs are distributed to computing nodes, and an image
repository is distributed to storage nodes. In the repository, we
make 20 template images with size of 8 GB, and every four tem-
plates form a series. Based on the conclusion of [13] and our prac-
tice, we set image similarity between 60% and 80% inside each
series while between 5% and 30% among different series, and less
than 10% betweenwork images and template images. During eval-
uation, we control zones’ partition based on similarity thresh-
old and partition boundary. For convenience of implementation,
the similarity threshold is set between 0 and 1, and the parti-
tion boundary is set to one of three forms, which allow computing
nodes under the same host, the same access switch, or the same
aggregation switch to form a zone, respectively. Meanwhile, cache
size ranges from 0.1 times to 4 times of the template image. Cache
chunks (8 kB per chunk) are randomly distributed to the nodes in
a zone.

Based on the above setup, we evaluate from three aspects. First,
we compare different models horizontally. Second, we change
some key parameters in Zone-basedmodel to evaluate it vertically.
Third, we change some external parameters to measure scalability
and availability of our model.

5.3. Models comparison

We compare the key metrics of Zone-based model with other
models at first, including IO latency, IO throughput, RSC, and op-
eration cost. We choose Global–Local (an abstraction of [11]) and
Local–Local (an abstraction of [4]) models as the contrasts be-
cause they are more general and practical and have better per-
formance than pure Central and Distributed models. Taking the
fact that there is a cache tier in our model, we modify the nor-
mal Global–Local model by adding a cache tier too, forming a
Global–Local (cache)model. It is an abstraction of [7] and improves
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Fig. 7. Evaluation results under different models. In each subfigure, the result of zone-based model acts as the baseline.

the Global–Local model. In each group of experiments for different
models, we organize and place images according to characters of
the model, send IO requests from VMs to images, and record met-
ric values continuously. Meanwhile, we use the randomplacement
strategy to randomly schedule VMs to computing nodes, and use
the same image size and IO requests trace for each model.

Fig. 7 presents the evaluation results. In order to describe the
comparison clearer, we normalize them based upon the result of
Zone-based model. There are four phenomena observed from the
results. First, in Fig. 7(a), our model lowers down IO latency by
more than 50% and 40% comparing with Global–Local model and
Local–Local model respectively. This indicates that the caches in
our model play a role in reducing remote requests when VMs
require the data of base images. Second, in Fig. 7(b), we can see
that our model provides a remarkably higher throughput than
Global–Local models, but little lower than Local–Local model. We
consider the reason is that Local–Local model distributes images
into many computing nodes and reduces hot network links as
well. Thus, it improves throughput just like ours. In some ideal
cases, it has opportunities to get an even higher throughput due
to data’s concurrent transmission. Third, in Fig. 7(c), we can see
that our model has a little bigger RSC than Local–Local model
and Global–Local (normal) model, but smaller than Global–Local
(cache). This is because, on one hand, the former two models have
no cache tier while the caches in our model indeed add storage
consumption to some degree. On the other hand, our cache is
shared in a zone while the cache in Global–Local (cache) model
is limited to a single node, which generates more redundant data
than ours. Thus, ourmodel consumes fewer storage resources than
Global–Local (cache) does. Last, in Fig. 7(d) and (e), our model
lowers downdistribution cost by 17% comparingwithGlobal–Local
models, and is similar as Local–Local model. Meanwhile, they
get almost the same migration costs except Global–Local (cache)
model because it transfers cache and work images during
migration while the others transfer only work images.

5.4. Parameters of Zone-based model

In this section, we explore the potential influence of inside pa-
rameters of ourmodel.We focus on three inside parameters, which
are similarity threshold, partition boundary, and cache size.

5.4.1. Similarity threshold
Similarity threshold is the threshold for image similarities of

computing nodes. If any nodes have similarity values larger than

(a) IO performance.

(b) Operation costs and RSC.

Fig. 8. Evaluation results under different similarity thresholds. In each subfigure,
the result when the similarity threshold is at 0% acts as the baseline.

the threshold, they should be aggregated into the same zone. In
this experiment, we test our model in the same environment and
parameter settings except similarity threshold, which is manually
set from 0% to 95%. In each experiment group, we send the
same IO requests from VMs to images and record metric values
continuously.

Fig. 8(a) displays the variation trends of IO latency and through-
put as long as similarity threshold changes. In order to show the
results clearer, we normalize them based upon the result when
the similarity threshold is at 0%. During the similarity threshold
increasing from 0% to 60%, the IO latency curve goes down obvi-
ously. After the threshold reaches over 60%, IO latency becomes a
horizontal line. In the opposite, the throughput curve goes up be-
fore the similarity reaches 60% and maintains smooth after that.
In fact, as the similarity grows when it is small, the amount of
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Fig. 9. Evaluation results under different partition boundaries. The result of the
partition boundary at host level acts as the baseline.

zones increases too. The cache-hit ratio would be improved when
zones’ partition becomes more and more accurate. Once arriving
at a certain point that almost every single VM forms a unique
zone, increasing similarity would not add partition accuracy any
more. Then the cache-hit ratio becomes stable, and IO performance
reaches the best level.Meanwhile, Fig. 8(b) shows the results of RSC
and operation costs. Both distribution cost and migration cost are
nearly the same in different similarity thresholds. This means dif-
ferent zone partitions affect management cost a little. Therefore,
we can choose a similarity threshold flexibly for a specific cloud
environment without worrying about management overhead in-
creasing too much. However, RSC grows continuously as long as
the threshold grows before 60%. This is because when the amount
of zones increases, there are more zone storages which should be
generated to store caches. Once the amount maintains stable, RSC
becomes stable as well.

5.4.2. Partition boundary
Alike as similarity threshold, partition boundary is also a factor

that affects zones’ partition, but more coarse-grained. Different
partition boundaries result in different zone partitions; they decide
how large a single zone could be and howmany zones should exist
in the whole data center. Thus, the partition boundary affects IO
performance and RSC significantly. In this experiment, we test our
model in different partition boundaries by changing the boundary
from the host level to the global level. In each test group, all the
cloud environment and parameters are the same except zones’
partition. Especially, we ensure that the mapping of VMs and
computing nodes is the same. We create the same amount VMs
in different boundaries, send the same IO requests to images, and
record metric values continuously.

We normalize results based upon the result of the partition
boundary at the host level. As shown in Fig. 9, along with the
scale of a zone increasing, IO latency increases and throughput
decreases. When the zone scale is small, most IO requests hit
in a small scope, which avoids many global traffics and long
transferring paths. Thus, the latency is lower and the throughput
is higher in host level than in the other levels. When the scale
expands, the cache-hit ratio goes down and long transferring paths
appear. Thus, IO performance becomes dropping. For RSC, a smaller
zone scale means more zones and more cache data copies. Thus,
it is large in the host level partition, and it decreases when the
scale expands. As the same result of changing similarity threshold,
the operation costs stay stable for the same reason. Therefore,
we should trade off IO performance and RSC when partitioning
computing nodes into zones. If IO performance is more important,
we should choose a smaller zone scale, while if resource utilization
is more important, a larger zone scale should be better.

5.4.3. Cache size
Generally, cache size determines how much image data can be

cached in a zone. Thus, it makes a huge impact on the cache-hit
ratio. In this experiment, we test our model with different cache
size limits. Similar as above experiments, we perform the tests

(a) IO performance.

(b) Operation costs and RSC.

Fig. 10. Evaluation results under different cache image sizes. In each subfigure, the
result when the relative cache size is at 0.1× acts as the baseline.

in the same environment and settings. However, we limit cache
images with different sizes. Since IO requests are the same ones,
IO performance is only affected by the size of cache images.

The variation trends of metrics while changing the cache size
are given in Fig. 10. Note that, all the results are normalized
based upon the result when the relative cache size is at 0.1×. An
interesting phenomenon is that the trends are much alike as those
whilewe test the similarity threshold. Clearly, IO latency decreases
and throughput increases when the cache size grows, and when
the size reaches 3.75 times of the original size, the performance
is nearly stable. This is because almost all the requested data are
cached in zone storage when the cache size reaches to a certain
point. Under an extreme condition, each individual host forms a
distinct zone, and the cache stores all data of base images. Thus,
latency and throughput just look like those in the local access case.
Meanwhile, RSC keeps increasing as long as the cache size growing
because a bigger size makes the cache tolerating more redundant
data, which increases the storage consumption. Therefore, we
should choose a proper cache size just as considering partition
boundaries.

5.5. Scalability of Zone-based model

In this section, we evaluate the scalability of Zone-based model
by changing some external parameters, including VM placement
strategy and application access pattern. In the evaluation, we
mainly focus on IO performance, examining how these parameters
affect the performance of different models.

5.5.1. VM placement strategy
We simulate three VMplacement strategies, which are Random

placement, Balance placement and Zone-friendly placement.
Among them, Random strategy places VMs to all computing nodes
randomly, Balance strategy places VMs evenly on all nodes, and
Zone-friendly strategy uses the method described in Section 4
to place VMs. Theoretically, different strategies affect models in
various degrees. Take Zone-friendly strategy as an example, it
places VMs with high similar images close to each other, resulting
in low communication costs among VMs. In this experiment, we
test our model with these VM placement strategies. After VMs’
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(a) IO latency.

(b) IO throughput.

Fig. 11. Evaluation results under different placement strategies. In each subfigure,
the result of the random scheduling in Zone-based model acts as the baseline.

initial scheduling, we send IO requests to their images and record
the performance values. Under different strategies, we ensure that
the cloud environment, parameter settings, and IO requests are
all the same. We create the equivalent amount VMs and schedule
them to the same amount computing nodes.

The results are presented in Fig. 11, in which they are normal-
ized based upon the result of the random scheduling in Zone-based
model. After using the friendly strategy, the IO latency of Zone-
basedmodel decreases greatly, reaching to only 16% of that in Ran-
dom strategy. The throughput increases to about 14 times of that
in Balance strategy and to about 17.2 times of that in Random strat-
egy. Meanwhile, the other models do not appear obvious changes
under different placement strategies, and all of themexpressworse
performance than our model while adopting the friendly strategy.
Therefore, we recommend combining Zone-friendly strategy with
Zone-based model in practice.

5.5.2. Application access pattern
Application access pattern affects cache-hit ratio, and thus af-

fects IO performance. Zone-based model is based on the CoW
mechanism, which means IO requests may hit the data in different
images (work image, cache image, or base image). Therefore, ap-
plications with different access patterns may express various per-
formance in our model. Here, we simulate some cases to evaluate
the influence of access patterns, in which the probability of IO re-
quests missing in work images (miss rate) changes from 0% to 90%.
In other words, the requests are redirected to base images or cache
images with the probability ranging from 0% to 90%.

Fig. 12 shows the results, which are normalized based upon
the result when the miss rate is at 0% in Zone-based model. For
each model, a higher miss rate causes larger IO latency and lower
throughput. This is reasonable because that more hit misses cause
more global traffics and longer transferring paths. It is remarkable
that our model gets much less performance degradation than the
other models when the miss rate increases. Therefore, Zone-based
model is much more scalable than the other models when there
are many applications with very different access patterns.

6. Conclusion

Popularity of the cloud computing makes a huge amount of vir-
tual machine images storing in data centersmore than ever before.

(a) IO latency.

(b) IO throughput.

Fig. 12. Evaluation results under different application access patterns. In each
subfigure, the result when the miss rate is at 0% in Zone-based model acts as the
baseline.

How to manage these images efficiently becomes a big challenge
to cloud managers. Ideally, we expect a perfect image storage sys-
tem that can provide high IO performance, high resources utiliza-
tion, and low management cost. However, these requirements are
usually hard to meet simultaneously. A feasible solution is to trade
off these requirements, managing images flexibly against differ-
ent scenarios. In this paper, we analyze root causes of this problem
in detail, discuss pros and cons of some traditional image storage
models, and further, we present key metrics to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of managing images. In order to satisfy the above require-
ments asmuch as possible,we propose a new image storagemodel,
analyze its characteristics, and compare it with some other typical
models. The evaluation results show that, our model can greatly
improve IO performance without adding extra management cost
and storage consumption, and has well scalability and availability
at the same time.
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